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INTRODUCTION
MegaCryptoPolis — a breakthrough online multiplayer
strategy game that allows players from all over the world
to collectively build a unique mega city like never before.

Players can acquire blocks of land to construct their own
buildings and eventually upgrade them to gain influence
points. Each player can choose from a range of structure
types to begin with: a residential building, shopping mall,
entertainment facility, factory or even a mining site ― it is
completely up to the player.
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Online gaming is a huge market, and with the implementation
of blockchain technologies, it is exciting to see how it will
further develop and change the industry in the future.
It is a privilege for our team to be a part of such advancement.
With so many new and convenient ways of digitally connecting
your assets through blockchain enabled applications, it allows
for never before seen, exciting gameplay that is not only fun ―
but also 100% secure.

BUILT ON

MegaCryptoPolis is based on a decentralized model, with all ingame transactions verified by smart contracts and all player
activities stored within the Ethereum blockchain.
Furthermore, this does not allow developers to affect the game
balance in any way after it is launched, as everything is solely
determined by the actions of the players themselves.
The feasibility of construction depends on what other players
have built around each other, with every new construction
making a serious impact on what is built around it.

In general terms, MegaCryptoPolis is like playing a
Go game with a global community working
towards building the ultimate conglomerate.
Essentially, you are in control of your own
success here.
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GAMEPLAY
The game begins with a blank map, where players
will be able to purchase land blocks and then start to
collectively build a huge metropolis from the ground up.

The MegaCryptoPolis game map consists of land blocks that
unite into districts. Players are acquiring blocks to construct
buildings that generate influence points. Better locations for
constructing and higher level buildings will generate more
influence points.

Just like in real life, every key action in the game requires tax
payments. The taxes budget is then distributed every day
between the players. This depends on the amount of influence
points that each of them has collected within this period.
Influence points define a player position in leaderboards and
share in taxes that he will receive to his Ethereum wallet.
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Block of Land
A land block is the core game asset. This is a non-fungible ERC721 token that is stored on the Ethereum blockchain network
and kept in players’ wallets. Every block has its own unique ID,
coordinates (X and Y position on the map), district and
definition of land types (grass, stone, etc.).

Acquiring Blocks
Initially, all blocks of land are considered spare and everybody
has the ability to purchase them. When someone buys a spare
block, there are then two major events that will follow:

Every block of land that is sold will

Part of the price paid to acquire a

raise the price of the surrounding 24

block of land goes to the

blocks within a 7x7 field radius.

surrounding landowners that are
situated within a 7x7 field radius.

The minimum initial price of land in any given field varies
between 0.01 and 0.02 ETH, with the last block of land in an
abstract 7x7 field without roads and parks costing 100 ETH.
After the game has started, players can then sell their blocks of
land to others within the integrated marketplace (blocks for
sale will be marked on the global map) or on external token
exchanges.
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Districts
Districts are basically the older and larger siblings of blocks that
feature on the game map. All blocks are contained within a
district, and all of which may vary in size, form and geographical
position.

Districts are also recognised as ERC-721 tokens that are stored
in the Ethereum blockchain. It verifies the right for the district
owner to receive benefits from their operations.

District Owner Benefits
The benefits of owning a district are as follows:
District Owner’s Ante — part of the price paid by other
players to purchase land blocks on this district;
Tax — part of Ether collected from core actions those
players make on districts blocks (building, upgrading,
destroying, etc.) during every game cycle (24 hours).
As a district owner, you have the power to define the price of
each block within your district. Price increase can range from
0% profit (0.01 ETH initial block price*) to 100% (0.02 ETH initial
block price*). Every other block in this area will have a higher
price value after each block is sold in this field.
* ― Price of the first spare block in a 7x7 field.
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Locked Blocks
All land blocks inside a district are locked for purchasing or for
building on in districts without an owner. Exceptions include
“Ethattan”, which is the 1st district in which lands will be
accessible from the very beginning of the Preorder Stage (50%
increase in price, 0.015 ETH initial block price), as well as
“Bounty Islands”, where blocks will be distributed exclusively
amongst Bounty Campaign participants.

Acquiring Districts
There will be a limited number of Districts, with only 7 of them
being available for purchase at auction at the start of the first
stage. After one district is sold, another one will appear on the
game map. The addition of new districts will not impact the
economy in previously opened districts.
Any player can acquire an uninhabited district during an
auction. The starting price for a district begins at 5 ETH, with bid
increments set at 0.5 ETH. Every bid prolongs an auction for
additional 7 days from the moment the new bid was made.
In order to participate in an auction, player should transfer the
amount of ETH required for bid to the smart contract, where it
will be locked until the auction end date or a higher bid occurs.
In the event of a player not being successful with their bid, all
Ether will be refunded to the same address where it came from.
After the new bid is made, any player can make another bid
within 7 days, otherwise the district will then be awarded to the
player who has the last bid. That way, the person that bid with
the highest amount of Ether will be considered the winner and
have the right to own the district.

Once the District has an owner, other players can begin
to buy land blocks and start building on them.
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Block Types

Certain block types possess unique resources, just as some
possess limitations, like not being able to have buildings
constructed on them. Here is a list of the most common block
types available on the map:

Block Type

Name

Characteristics

Grass

✓ Can be bought
x Can’t have resources
✓ Construction allowed

Stone

Water

Meadow

✓ Can be bought
✓ Can have resources
x No construction
x Can’t be bought
x Can’t have resources
x No construction
✓ Can be bought
x Can’t have resources
✓ Construction allowed

Sand
Beach
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x Can’t be bought
x Can’t have resources
x No construction

Forest

x Can’t be bought
x Can’t have resources
x No construction

Road

x Can’t be bought
x Can’t have resources
x No construction

Highway

x Can’t be bought
x Can’t have resources
x No construction

Resources
Resources are a vital aspect to the overall development of
MegaCryptoPolis. The main resource within the game is known
as Ore, required for mining. Resources can be located only on
specific types of blocks.

No building can be constructed on a block that contains
resources, but Ore block owners can gain influence from every
mining building that is constructed around it.

Ore locations are initially predefined on the map.
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Buildings
A player is able to construct buildings only on blocks of land
that they have purchased. There are several major types of
buildings in the game:

Residential

Office

Parks

Mining

Production

Energy

Utilities

Commercial

Actual in-game images of buildings.

Building construction requires some Ether, with part of
that amount spent going towards the tax fund.
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Mega Buildings
The opportunity to construct one-of-a-kind mega
building is perhaps one of the game’s most interesting
and anticipated features.
Mega buildings will give players the advantage of a
solid multiplier that will increase the amount of
influence points gained.

To be eligible to own a

mega building, a player must have at least 4 land
blocks (2x2 square) with Level 5 buildings of the
same type on them. There will be also huge
buildings those can be built on 2 adjacent land plots.
Every mega building will be a single ERC-721 token stored inside the Ethereum
blockchain. It can be transferred to any other address or sold on the market.

Requirements
There may be some specific requirements for each
type of building to be constructed. The overall
building requirements scheme will look like this:

Example: A mining construction requires at least
one Ore resource block within a 7x7 block-field.
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Upgrading
Upgrading a building will directly impact the amount of
influence points that it can generate.

Level 1

Level 3

Level 5

The maximum level that buildings can be upgraded to is Level
5. Upgrading may require special conditions for certain types of
buildings, like having another particular building near it, so that
they can coexist and work together in their own ecosystem. The
game’s interface will show the full list of such requirements, so
understanding this concept will be a breeze.

Dependencies
General requirements for building upgrades are as follows:
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Building Cost
A simple formula will be implemented to calculate building
construction and upgrading cost (in Ether):

Where:

𝐿2 × (𝐶 + 𝑇𝑔 + 𝑇𝑙 + 𝑇𝑜 )
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 =
100

•

C ― basic construction cost;

•

Tg ― global (federal) tax;

•

Tl ― local (district’s) tax;

•

To ― district’s owner tax;

•

L ― current upgrade level, as described below.

L value

Stands for

1

Construct a new
Level 1 building

2

Upgrade to Level 2

3

Upgrade to Level 3

4

Upgrade to Level 4

5

Upgrade to Level 5
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10

Construct a Huge building –
unites 2 adjacent Level 5
buildings of the same type
into one 2x1 building

20

Construct a Mega building
– combines 4 adjacent
Level 5 buildings in the
square shape of the same
type, or 2 Huge buildings

Tg, Tl, To and C parameters may vary from 1 to 0.
To is defined by the district owner. Certain value of basic
construction cost (C parameter), Tg and Tl values will be
announced prior to the game launch.
Frankly speaking, Level 1 building cost starts from 0.01 ETH.
Building update may vary from 0.04 ETH for a Level 2 building
up to 4-6 ETH for a Mega Building.
Please consider also a gas price on top of that, required for the
transaction to be minted on Ethereum blockchain.

Demolishing a Building
Every player has a right to demolish constructed building on his
plot of land. That will cost nothing, just gas.
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Trading
As a crypto token, every game asset can be traded using an
integrated marketplace or an independent ERC-721 token
exchange. The token can also be transferred to any other wallet
― and not just to players within the game.
Players are able to list their blocks of land for sale at any time
for a price that they consider to be reasonable. These offers will
appear on the global gaming map, so that all the players will be
informed about offers of new land blocks.

Blocks are sold with all the existing structures and
upgrades, providing the new owner with all the influence
points that it generates.

Actual in-game footage.

Once the transaction is confirmed ―
funds are then transferred directly to the
seller. All settlements in the game are
made in Ether. Payments are then sent
directly to the designated Ethereum
wallets of land block owners.
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Taxes
Just like in real life, every key action in the game requires a tax
payment. Those taxes will form the Regional Budget (of a
certain district) and the Federal Budget (the whole map).
Taxes are collected in the form of Ether from every player
action in the game:
Building
Upgrading a building
Destroying a building
Buying a spare land block after the game launch
Budgets are then distributed amongst players, and anyone can
withdraw his proceeds to their Ethereum digital wallet on
request.

The amount of taxes received by each player depends
on their share of total influence points within every game
cycle and can be defined by the following formula:

WHERE:

Taxes ― player’s share in the overall taxes budget;
∑ABBP{} ― sum over all buildings owned by the player;
Ip ― influence points of the exact building that belongs to
the player during a calculated period;
∑BD{} ― total influence points in the district;
Ib – influence of a certain building in the total amount;
DT – sum of district's taxes for a calculated district;
GTd – part of global taxes (in percent) from the district
where the current building is located.
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Taxes Distribution Model
Tax distribution scheme for acquiring a spare land block:

Every game cycle (after the game starts) taxes are distributed
between block and district owners as described below*:

* — after the game launches (not applied to the “Preorder Stage”).
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Influence
Tax budgets are distributed amongst players every game cycle.
Allocation depends on each player’s share of the total influence
points generated in each game cycle. This is where influence
points become so important to a player’s success.

To gather influence points, a player must own a building or a
resource. The amount of influence points generated by a
building depends on the level of the building and the
surrounding buildings.

The core parameter of a player’s success relies on the
number of influence points that they possess.
Influence defines a player's position in the global and regional
district leaderboards, as well as their share in taxes to be
received in their Ethereum wallet each gaming cycle (24 hours).
The first two districts will have their own signature Mega
Buildings with predefined locations that will be visible during
the Preorder Stage. This will help form the initial centers of
influence as well as shape pleasant city views.
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Dependencies
The main factor that defines the number of influence points
that can be generated by a building within a gaming cycle is the
impact of the building's structure and its surroundings.

Positive
impact

Negative
impact

Negative impact
if more of that
kind around

Working version, changes can be made before the game starts.

For example, a commercial zone that is located next to
a large residential development zone will have a
positive impact. But if there is a factory built next to a
residential building, this will have a negative impact on
the amount of influence points generated by that
particular construction.
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GAME LAUNCH
The release of MegaCryptoPolis will be divided into 3 stages:

1. Lands Preorder

2. Game Start

3. Enhancements

(May 24th, 2018)

(Summer 2018)

(Late 2018)

A unique opportunity for
early adopters to claim
ownership of spare blocks
of crypto lands. Building is
not allowed at this stage.

Will allow players to
construct and upgrade
buildings as well as
collect taxes and trade
game assets on
integrated marketplace.

If the game progresses
accordingly and gains
popularity, a number of
superlative improvements
will be implemented to
enhance the platform.
Among the possible
improvements:

Bounty
Campaign
Time-limited incentivizing
campaign to reward the
most active members of
the MegaCryptoPolis
community.

 3D clients for desktop
OS (Windows, Mac)
 VR client (HTC Vive,
Mirosoft Hololens,
Oculus Rift)
 Mobile application
(iOS, Android)

Lands Preorder
Distributing the ownership of spare land blocks before the
game starts.
Players are able to acquire spare land blocks and districts.
Block owners receive direct payments in Ether for blocks
that are sold around their own lands vicinity.
District owners receive Ether transfers for blocks sold in
their districts.
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Bounty Campaign
(May 7th, 2018 ― till the Game Start)
A limited amount of spare land blocks for “Bounty Island” will
be distributed between all participants of the Bounty Campaign
to incentivize the community.

Rewards are determined randomly, depending on the amount
of Scores each participant possesses. Participants can increase
their chances of receiving rewards by performing one of the
following actions:
1. Join Telegram or Discord channel
2. Follow us on Twitter and Facebook and tag us in a post
3. Share your experience on Reddit
4. Set a signature on Bitcointalk forum
5. Make a video review or write an article about the game
Each of these actions gives a participant additional Scores to
increase his chance of receiving a crypto land block during the
Bounty Campaign.
Enlist for the Bounty Campaign today:
https://megacryptopolis.com/bounty/
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Game Start

All players will be allowed to construct buildings on their land
blocks to receive influence points, trade property and collect
taxes every game circle right after the game start date.
This also includes:
Ability to construct, upgrade and destroy buildings
Ability to trade (buy and sell) land blocks
District owners will begin to receive taxes on top of the
districts overall revenue
Ability to trade (buy and sell) district ownership
As mentioned earlier, the main objective is to occupy an
advantageous position on the map and build accordingly to the
situation. Another strategy is building something to reduce the
influence of your neighboring players. This will also help
increase your share in tax budget distribution, as you will have
a competitive advantage over other land owners.
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HOW TO PLAY?
Requirements
To start playing the game, you need to have an Ethereum digital
wallet that supports ERC-721 digital tokens on the Ethereum
blockchain. This can be the Metamask plugin that is available
for all popular desktop browsers (Chrome, Firefox, Brave,
Opera) or mobile application, such as Trust Wallet or Toshi.

o Download MetaMask
o Get Trust Wallet
o Get Toshi
MegaCryptoPolis will only recognize you as a player and allow
you to interact with the App only if your Ethereum wallet is
connected and unlocked. There is no other way to sign up as a
user or to interact directly with the game.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Being a dApp, MegaCryptoPolis does not own or manage your
game assets. It’s up to you to keep it securely. A private key or a
passphrase for your digital wallet is the only way to access your
game assets. It is important to keep this data private and store
it in a safe place. Failure to do so could lead to game assets
loss, and MegaCryptoPolis may not help to retrieve them.
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DISCLAIMER
Please read this information carefully and in its entirety.

Terms
MegaCyptoPolis (“The Game”) is a distributed application that
runs on the Ethereum network, allowing for the management
of special crypto tokens with the single purpose to demonstrate
gaming processes within the GUI client that is hosted on the
developer’s servers.
MegaCyptoPolis development has not yet been completed and
will require significant capital funding, expertise, time and effort
of the management team in order to successfully launch the
game. Changes may be made to the specifications of the
MegaCyptoPolis product described in this document.

Risks
Using the MegaCryptoPolis game involves a high degree of risk.
You should accept and acknowledge each of the following risks
described below, together with all of the other information
contained on the official MegaCryptoPolis website before
making a decision to participate.
THE PRODUCT MAY NOT BE LAUNCHED
The game may not be successfully developed, marketed and/or
launched. Participants may not receive tokens, any product or
service. It is possible that the MegaCryptoPolis game and assets
may not ever be released. There may never be an operational
token and the game launch may not occur.
CHANGES COULD BE MADE
MegaCryptoPolis developers may have to make changes to the
specifications of the game. Developers may be unable to deliver
MegaCryptoPolis in a way that reflects the specifications or any
form of functioning as described in this document.
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FAILURE TO MAINTAIN
It is still possible that the game will experience malfunctions or
otherwise fail to be adequately developed or maintained, which
may negatively impact the MegaCryptoPolis and game assets.
CEASE OF OPERATIONS
It is possible that, due to any number of reasons, including, but
not limited to, an unfavorable fluctuation in the value of
cryptographic currencies, or in the case of MegaCryptoPolis,
may not be widely adopted and may have limited users, or
alternative products may be established that compete with or,
are will be more widely used. The developers may no longer be
viable to operate and the MegaCryptoPolis platform, with all of
its game assets, may dissolve or cease to exist.
HIGH VOLATILITY
The prices of the Ethereum cryptocurrency and any game
assets may be extremely volatile. Fluctuations in the price of
crypto tokens could materially and adversely affect the value of
your digital assets.
BUGS & THREATS
MegaCryptoPolis may be the target of malicious cyberattacks or
contain exploitable flaws in its underlying code, which may
result in security breaches and the loss or theft of game assets.
If the MegaCryptoPolis’s security is compromised, or if the
MegaCryptoPolis is subject to attacks that frustrate our
participants’ ability to access the MegaCryptoPolis, their game
assets or the MegaCryptoPolis product and services, players
may cut back or stop using the MegaCryptoPolis platform,
which could seriously curtail the game process and the value of
game assets.
TAXES
The tax treatment about cryptocurrencies and tokens is
uncertain and there may be adverse tax consequences for
participants upon certain future events.
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REGULATORY RISKS
The regulatory regime governing the blockchain technologies,
cryptocurrencies, tokens and distributed networks is uncertain,
new regulations or policies may materially adversely affect the
development of MegaCryptoPolis and the value of game assets.
LOSS OF CONTROL
Due to its distributed nature, the MegaCryptoPolis’ developers
may have no control or may only have limited control of the
product once the game has launched.
BLOCKCHAIN RELATED RISKS
Upgrades that are directly involved within the Ethereum
network (hard fork or further platform developments) may
change the way transactions are confirmed and how game
assets and tokens are used.
LOSS OF FUNDS
Participants may be subject to lose all of their Ether
cryptocurrency that is transferred to MegaCryptoPolis smart
contracts.
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JOIN US TODAY
www.megacryptopolis.com
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